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Abstract This paper proposes an economic growth model with population growth

and physical and human capital accumulation. The physical capital accumulation is

built on the Solow growth model (Solow in Q J Econ 70:65–94, 1956). The edu-

cation and human capital accumulation is influenced by the Uzawa–Lucas model

(Uzawa in Int Econ Rev 6:18–31, 1965; Lucas in J Monet Econ 22:3–42, 1988). The

population dynamics are influenced by the Haavelmo population model (Haavelmo

in a study in the theory of economic evolution. Haavelmo, Amsterdam, 1954) and

the Barro–Becker fertility choice model (Barro and Becker in Econometrica

57:481–501, 1989). We synthesize these dynamic forces in a compact framework,

applying an alternative utility function proposed by Zhang (Econ Lett 42:105–110,

1993). The model describes a dynamic interdependence between population change,

wealth accumulation, human capital accumulation, and division of labor. We sim-

ulate the model to demonstrate the existence of equilibrium points and to plot the

motion of the dynamic system. We also examine the effects of changes in the

propensity to have children, the mortality rate parameter, the propensity to receive

education, the human capital utilization efficiency, and the mortality rate elasticity

of human capital upon dynamic paths of the system.
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1 Introduction

Modern economies are characterized of fast capital accumulation, widely spread

education and fast accumulated human capital, and unprecedented population

dynamics (such as aging and declining fertility rates in developed economies). In

many parts of the world, life expectancy has increased dramatically. Moreover, the

both portions of lifetime devoted to education and retirement have increased. To

explain the economic mechanisms and dynamic phenomena of these changes, this

study proposes a comprehensive analytical framework to examine the dynamic

interactions among wealth accumulation, human capital accumulation, and popu-

lation dynamics with endogenous birth rate and mortality rate.

In order to understand the economic mechanisms of modern economic

development, it is necessary to take account of endogenous physical and human

capital accumulation as the two factors are significant determinants of modern

economic growth. It is well known that the neoclassical growth theory based on the

Solow growth model is mainly concerned with endogenous physical capital, even

though some extensions of the theory include endogenous human capital.1 This

study follows the traditional neoclassical growth theory in modeling economic

production and physical capital accumulation, even though we introduce an

alternative approach to determining behavior of households. It is not proper to

consider physical capital as a single important factor in explaining growth because

human capital is also generally considered as a key determinant of economic

growth.2 In modern times, education is an important way of accumulating human

capital. It is well known that the study by Lucas (1988) has caused a great interest

among economists in formal modeling of education and economic growth, even

though the growth model with education was proposed much earlier, for instance,

by Uzawa (1965). Over years, the Uzawa–Lucas model has been extended and

generalized in various directions.3 In this model, both human capital and physical

capital are endogenously determined with microeconomic foundations. Neverthe-

less, only a few studies deal with human and physical accumulation with

endogenous population with microeconomic foundations within comprehensive

analytical frameworks. The main purpose of our study was to introduce endogenous

population into the Uzawa–Lucas model.

The population change consists of dynamics of birth and death. Many factors

may interact with changes in fertility. In the literature of population and economic

growth, these factors include, for instance, changes in gender gap in wages (Galor

and Weil 1996), labor market frictions (Adsera 2005), and age structure (Hock and

Weil 2012). Barro and Becker (1989) propose an economic growth model with

endogenous fertility in an overlapping generation model. Recently, Bosi and

Seegmuller (2012) extend the model by taking account of the heterogeneity of

1 Solow (1956), Burmeister and Dobell (1970), Azariadis (1993), and Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995).
2 For instance, Hanushek and Kimko (2000), Barro (2001), Lindahl and Krueger (2001), and Castelló-

Climent and Hidalgo-Cabrillana (2012).
3 For instance, Jones et al. (1993), Stokey and Rebelo (1995), de la Croix and Licandro (1999), Mino

(1996, 2001), Zhang (2003), Lagerlof (2003), Alonso-Carrera and Freire-Sere (2004), Galor (2005), De

Hek (2005), Chakraborty and Gupta (2009), and Sano and Tomoda (2010).
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households in terms of capital endowments, mortality, and costs per surviving child.

The model is built on the quantity-quality trade-off of having children, summarized

by the adjustment of the average rearing cost of a surviving child. They show that a

rise in mortality increases the time cost per surviving child and enhances economic

growth, while reducing demographic growth. As far as this study is concerned, our

model has similar concerns to the Schumpeterian growth model with endogenous

fertility and human capital accumulation proposed by Chu et al. (2013). R&D-based

innovation and human capital accumulation are the two engines of long-run

economic growth. The fertility has a negative relationship with the growth rate of

human capital. Due to the higher fertility rate’s crowding-out effect on household’s

time endowment, human capital tends to fall. Also, a higher fertility rate has a

diluting effect on human capital per member of households. The household chooses

the fertility rate by trading off the marginal utility of higher fertility against costs

arising from the foregone wages, the dilution of financial assets per capita, as well as

the dilution of human capital per capita. Becker et al. (1990) argue that individuals

face a quality-quantity trade-off on children. Bringing up children to adulthood and

providing them education are costly. In their analysis, growth is the outcome of

human capital accumulation only. Physical accumulation is not taken into account.

In the studies by Galor and Weil (1999) and Doepke (2004), the quality-quantity

trade-off on children has been treated as a factor which affects the transition of

economies from a stage of stagnation to perpetual growth.

As argued by Robinson and Srinivasan (1997), there are close relations between

economic development and mortality rate. Lancia and Prarolo (2012) develop a

politico-economic theory which models processes of interactions between the

longevity of life and economic development. In the three-period overlapping

generation model, the agents’ decisions embrace two dimensions: a private choice

about education and a public one on innovation policy. There is an increasing number

of economic growth models with endogenous longevity (e.g., Blackburn and Cipriani

2002; Chakraborty 2004; Hazan and Zoabi 2006; Bhattacharya and Qiao 2007). As

mentioned by Balestra and Dottori (2012), in this body of the literature, the main and

often unique determinant of longevity is represented by health expenditure, either

privately or publicly funded. But many studies demonstrate that life expectancy is

increased with the aggregate human capital level (e.g., Blackburn and Cipriani 2002;

Boucekkine et al. 2002; Cervellati and Sunde 2005). Schultz (1993, 1998)

demonstrates that children’s life expectancy increases with parent’s human capital

and education. Using the historical data for 18 countries over the period 1820–2005,

Azomahou et al. (2009) demonstrate that the relationship between life expectancy and

GDP growth may even be of a S-shaped form. Building an overlapping generations

growth model with public health investments, which affect the supply of efficient labor

of the old-aged, Fanti and Gori (2011) provide necessary and sufficient conditions for

the emergence of endogenous deterministic complex cycles when individuals are

perfectly foresighted. They specially demonstrate that the higher the degree of

thriftiness, the likelier an economy is exposed to endogenous fluctuations because the

need to save when young to support consumption when old is reduced.

Balestra and Dottori (2012) build a growth model of endogenous longevity in a

general equilibrium OLG model with public supplies of health care and environment
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protection. There are also many studies on the impact of old-age dependency on

fertility through the pension system (Cigno and Rosati 1996; Wigger 1999). Hock and

Weil (2012) propose a model of the interdependence of fertility and the population age

structure arising from economic dependency in the presence of intergenerational

transfers. They show a possible dynamics that rising old-age dependency decreases the

disposable income of the working population, resulting in lower fertility and further

population aging. Constructing a model combining the neoclassical growth model of

Solow with a comprehensive representation of population dynamics, Fanti et al.

(2013) confirm that the age structure is a key dynamic determinant of economic

growth. The model shows that proper inclusion of age structure implies the existence

of multiple equilibria, allowing up to five states of balanced growth. There are many

theoretical models on longevity and human capital and growth (e.g., Boucekkine et al.

2002; Kalemli-Ozcan et al. 2000; Echevarria and Iza 2006; Heijdra and Romp 2008;

Ludwig and Vogel 2009; Lee and Mason 2010; and Ludwig et al. 2012). This study is

influenced by these traditional models. A unique contribution of this paper is to model

population growth in a framework of growth with endogenous human and physical

capital accumulation with an alternative approach to the behavior of households. The

paper analyzes the link among education, saving, physical and human capital

accumulation, and population. The physical capital accumulation is built on the Solow

growth model. The education and human capital accumulation are influenced by the

Uzawa–Lucas model. The population dynamics are influenced by the Haavelmo

population model and the Barro–Becker fertility choice model. We synthesize these

dynamic forces in a compact framework, applying an alternative utility function

proposed by Zhang (1993). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the

basic model with wealth accumulation and human capital accumulation with

government subsidy on education. Section 3 simulates the model. Section 4 carries

out comparative dynamic analysis with regard to some parameters. Section 5

concludes the study.

2 The basic model

The economy has one production sector and one education sector. Most aspects of

the production sector are similar to the standard one-sector growth model.4 There is

only one (durable) good in the economy. Households own assets of the economy

and distribute their incomes to consumption, education, child bearing, and wealth

accumulation. The production sectors or firms use physical capital and labor as

inputs. Exchanges take place in perfectly competitive markets. Factor markets work

well; factors are inelastically supplied and the available factors are fully utilized at

every moment. Saving is undertaken only by households. All earnings of firms are

distributed in the form of payments to the factors of production. We assume a

homogenous population N(t) at time. Let T(t) and Te(t) represent for, respectively,

the work time and study time of the representative household. The total work time is

4 See, for instance, Burmeister and Dobell (1970), Azariadis (1993), Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995), and

Zhang (2012).
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T(t) N(t). We use H(t) to stand for the level of human capital of the population. The

total qualified labor force is

�NðtÞ ¼ TðtÞHmðtÞNðtÞ; ð1Þ

where the parameter, m, describes how effectively the population uses human

capital.

The labor force is distributed between the two sectors. We select the commodity

to serve as numerative, with all the other prices being measured relative to its price.

We assume that wage rates are identical among all professions. The total capital

stock of physical capital, K(t), is allocated between the two sectors. We use Ne(t)

and Ke(t) to stand for the labor force and capital stocks employed by the education

sector, and Ni(t) and Ki(t) for the labor force and capital stocks employed by the

production sector. As labor and capital are assumed fully employed, we have

KiðtÞ þ KeðtÞ ¼ KðtÞ
NiðtÞ þ NeðtÞ ¼ �NðtÞ:

ð2Þ

We rewrite (1) as follows

niðtÞkiðtÞ þ neðtÞkeðtÞ ¼ kðtÞ
niðtÞ þ neðtÞ ¼ 1;

ð3Þ

in which

kj tð Þ � Kj tð Þ
Nj tð Þ ; nj tð Þ;� Nj tð Þ

�N tð Þ ; k tð Þ � K tð Þ
�N tð Þ ; j ¼ i; e :

2.1 The industrial sector

The production function is

Fi tð Þ ¼ Ai Kai

i tð ÞNbi

i tð Þ ; Ai ; ai ; bi [ 0 ; ai þ bi ¼ 1 ; ð4Þ

where Ai, ai, and bi are positive parameters. Markets are competitive; thus labor and

capital earn their marginal products, and firms earn zero profits. The rate of interest,

r(t) and wage rate per unit work time (of the qualified labor), w(t), are determined by

markets. Hence, for any individual firm, r(t) and w(t) are given at each point in time.

The marginal conditions are

r tð Þ þ dk ¼
ai Fi tð Þ
Ki tð Þ ¼ ai Ai k

�bi

i tð Þ ; w tð Þ ¼ bi Fi tð Þ
Ni tð Þ ¼ bi Ai kai

i tð Þ ; ð5Þ

where dk is the fixed depreciation rate of physical capital.

2.2 The education sector

Following Zhang (2012), we assume that the education sector is characterized of

perfect competition. The education sector charges students p(t) per unit in time. The

education sector pays teachers and capital with the market rates. The cost of the
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education sector is given by w(t)Ne(t) ? r(t)Ke(t). The total education service is

measured by the total education time received by the population, TeN0. The

production function of the education sector is a function of Ke(t) and Ne(t)

Fe tð Þ ¼ AeKae

e tð ÞNbe
e tð Þ ; ae; be [ 0; ae þ be ¼ 1 ; ð6Þ

where Ae, ae, and be are positive parameters. For given p(t), r(t), and w(t), the

marginal conditions are

rðtÞ þ dk ¼ aeAepðtÞk�be
e ðtÞ; wðtÞ ¼ beAepðtÞkae

e ðtÞ: ð7Þ
In this study, we treat education as service. The total time that the population

wants to spend in university is the demand for education. The demand for and

supply of education balances at any point in time

Te tð ÞN tð Þ ¼ Fe tð Þ : ð8Þ

2.3 Human capital dynamics

Following the Uzawa–Lucas model (Uzawa 1965; Lucas 1988), human capital is

accumulated through education. We emphasize trade-offs between investment in

education and capital accumulation. For simplicity of analysis, we consider that

education is privately supported. In the literature of education and economic growth,

there are some growth models with public or/and private education.5 Following

Zhang (2014), we propose the following human capital dynamics

_HðtÞ ¼ teFae
e ðtÞ HmðtÞTeðtÞNðtÞð Þbe

HpeðtÞNðtÞ � dhHðtÞ; ð9Þ

where dh ([0) is the depreciation rate of human capital, te, ae, and be, are non-

negative parameters. The sign of the parameter, pe, is not specified as it may be

either negative or positive. The term, teFae
e ðHmTeNÞbe=Hpe N; describes the contri-

bution to human capital improvement through education. Human capital tends to

increase with an increase in the level of education service, Fe, and in the (qualified)

total study time, HmTeN. It should be noted that in the literature of education and

economic growth, it is assumed that human capital evolves according to the fol-

lowing equation (see Barro and Sala-i-Martin 1995)

_HðtÞ ¼ HgðtÞGðTeðtÞÞ;

where the function G is increasing as the effort rises with G(0) = 0. In the case of

g\ 1, there is diminishing return to the human capital accumulation. This forma-

tion is due to Lucas (1988). Uzawa’s model may be considered a special case of the

Lucas model with c = 0, U(c) = c, and the assumption that the right-hand side of

the above equation is linear in the effort. It seems reasonable to consider

5 Here, we refer to only a few early studies on the issues. Eckstein and Zilcha (1994) propose an

overlapping model with compulsory schooling. In Kaganovich and Zilcha (1999) the government

allocates tax revenues towards public investment in education and social security benefits. Epple and

Romano (1998) and Caucutt (2002) examine school choice with peer effects. In Cardak (2004) and Chen

(2005), mixed education systems are presented.
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diminishing returns in human capital accumulation: people accumulate it rapidly

early in life, then less rapidly, then not at all—as though each additional percentage

increment was harder to gain than the preceding one. Solow (2000) adapts the

Uzawa formation to the following form _HðtÞ ¼ HðtÞjTeðtÞ.
If no effort is devoted to human capital accumulation, then _H 0ð Þ ¼ 0 (human

capital does not vary as time passes; this results from depreciation of human capital

being ignored); if all effort is devoted to human capital accumulation, then

gH(t) = j (human capital grows at its maximum rate; this results from the

assumption of potentially unlimited growth of human capital). Between the two

extremes, there is no diminishing return to the stock H(t). To achieve a given

percentage increase in H(t) requires the same effort. If we consider the above

equation as a production for new human capital [i.e., _HðtÞ], and if the inputs are

already accumulated human capital and study time, then this production function is

homogenous of degree two. It has strong increasing returns to scale and constant

returns to H(t) itself. It can be seen that our approach is more general to the

traditional formation with regard to education.

2.4 Consumer behaviors

Consumers decide the time of education, consumption level of commodity, number

of children, and amount of saving. Different from the optimal growth theory in

which utility defined over future consumption streams is used, we use an alternative

approach to household proposed by Zhang (1993). To describe behavior of

consumers, we denote per capita wealth by �k tð Þ ; where �kðtÞ � KðtÞ=NðtÞ: By the

definitions, we have �kðtÞ ¼ kðtÞTðtÞHmðtÞ.
Per capita current income from the interest payment and the wage payment is

yðyÞ ¼ rðtÞ�kðtÞ þ TðtÞwðtÞ:
We call y(t) the current income in the sense that it comes from consumers’ payment

for efforts and consumers’ current earnings from ownership of wealth. The total value

of wealth that consumers can sell to purchase goods and to save is equal to �k tð Þ :Here,

we assume that selling and buying wealth can be conducted instantaneously without

any transaction cost. The disposable income per head is given by

ŷðtÞ ¼ yðtÞ þ �kðtÞ:
Let n(t) and pn(t) stand for the birth rate and the cost of birth at time. There are

many factors which may affect costs of bringing up children. In this study, for

simplicity of analysis, we assume that children will have the same level of wealth as

that of the parent. The cost of the parent is thus given by

pnðtÞ ¼ nðtÞ�kðtÞ:
Here, we neglect other costs such as time spent on children and purchases of

goods and services. It should be noted that in the fertility choice model by Barro and

Becker (1989), the cost also includes consumption of goods. Becker (1981)

emphasizes costs of the mother’s time on rearing children to adulthood. In some

societies, women are the primary providers of child care. Wang et al. (1994)
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introduce time spent on child bearing into their fertility choice model. The

household distributes the total available budget among saving, s(t), consumption of

goods, c(t), education, Te(t), and bearing children, n(t). The budget constraint is

cðtÞ þ sðtÞ þ pðtÞTeðtÞ þ �kðtÞnðtÞ ¼ 1þ rðtÞð Þ�kðtÞ þ TðtÞwðtÞ: ð10Þ
The consumer is faced with the following time constraint

TðtÞ þ TeðtÞ ¼ T0; ð11Þ

where T0 is the total available time for work and study. Substituting (11) into (10)

yields

cðtÞ þ sðtÞ þ �pðtÞTeðtÞ þ �kðtÞnðtÞ ¼ �yðtÞ � 1þ rðtÞð Þ�kðtÞ þ T0wðtÞ; ð12Þ

where �pðtÞ � pðtÞ þ wðtÞ (which is the opportunity cost of education). The right-

hand side is the ‘‘potential’’ income that the consumer can obtain by spending all the

available time on work. The left-hand side is the sum of the consumption cost, the

saving, opportunity cost of education, and the cost of bearing children.

Following Barro and Becker (1989), we assume that the parents’ utility is

dependent on the number of children. Applying the utility function proposed by

Zhang (1993, 2012), we assume that the consumer’s utility is dependent on c(t), s(t),

Te(t), and n(t) as follows

UðtÞ ¼ cn0ðtÞsk0ðtÞTg0
e ðtÞnt0ðtÞ; ð13Þ

where n0 is called the propensity to consume, k0 the propensity to own wealth, g0

the propensity to obtain education, and t0 the propensity to have children. Maxi-

mizing U(t) subject to (12) yields

cðtÞ ¼ n�yðtÞ; sðtÞ ¼ k�yðtÞ; �pðtÞTeðtÞ ¼ g�yðtÞ; �kðtÞnðtÞ ¼ t�yðtÞ; ð14Þ

where

n � q n0 ; k � q k0 ; g � q g0 ; t � q t0 ; q ¼ 1

n0 þ k0 þ g0 þ t0

:

The demand for education is given by Te ¼ g�y=�p : The demand for education

falls in the price of education and rises in the wealth income. A rise in the

propensity to receive education increases the education time when the other

variables are fixed. The demand for children is given by n ¼ t �y=�k : Demand for

children is positively related to the propensity to have children and the wage rate

and is negatively related to the wealth level.

2.5 The birth and mortality rates and the population dynamics

Before proposing our model, we consider two popular models of population growth.

First, we consider the macroeconomic growth model proposed by Haavelmo (1954) 6

6 The logistical map has also played an important role in the development of chaos theory. This model is

applied to economics by Stutzer (1980), who reforms Haavelmo’s population model in continuous form

into discrete form.
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_NðtÞ ¼ NðtÞ a� bNðtÞ
YðtÞ

� �
; a; b[ 0;

YðtÞ ¼ ANaðtÞ; A [ 0; 0\a\1;

where N(t) is the population, Y(t) is real output, and a, b, a, and A are parameters.

Substituting Y(t) = ANa(t) into the differential equation yields

_N tð Þ
N tð Þ ¼ a� b

f tð Þ ¼ a� b N1�a tð Þ
A

;

where f(t) : Y(t)/N(t) is per capita output. We see that the growth law is a gen-

eralization of the familiar logistic form widely used in biological population and

economic analysis. If the initial condition satisfies Nð0Þ[ ð\ÞðaA=bÞ1=ð2�aÞ; then

both N and Y will decrease (increase) monotonically until approaching their unique

equilibrium points, respectively. In the Haavelmo model, there is neither human

capital accumulation nor physical capital accumulation. As the change rate in the

population is the birth rate minus the mortality rate, we may interpret that in the

Haavelmo model the birth rate (=a) is constant and the mortality rate (=b/f(t)) is

negatively related to per capita income.

Another approach is the so-called Ramsey model. According to Chu et al. (2013),

the household decides the fertility rate by maximizing the discounted sum of per

capita utility across subject to the asset accumulation

U ¼
Z1

0

uðcðtÞ; nðtÞÞe�q tdt;

s.t.: _aðtÞ ¼ ðrðtÞ � nðtÞÞaðtÞ þ wðtÞlðtÞ � cðtÞ; where c(t) is the per capita con-

sumption of final goods at time t, n(t) is the number of births per person, a(t) is the

amount of financial assets per capita, r(t) is the rate of return on assets, w(t) is the

wage rate, and l(t) is human capital-embodied labor supply. Specially,

u = ln c ? a ln n, where a is a positive parameter. The total population growth is
_N ¼ n N : As the mortality is assumed to be zero in this model, n is also the growth

rate of the population. The asset-diluting effect of fertility refers to the phenomenon

that an increase in n(t) reduces the amount of assets per capita. The model is similar

to Yip and Zhang (1997), which in turn is based on Razin and Ben-Zion (1975).

Being influenced by the above two models, we describe the population dynamics

as follows

_NðtÞ ¼ nðtÞ � dðtÞð ÞNðtÞ; ð15Þ

where n(t) and d(t) are, respectively, the birth rate and mortality rate. It should be

noted that Tournemaine and Luangaram (2012) construct a model in which tech-

nical progress, human capital, and population interact. They examine how indi-

viduals’ decisions with a trade-off between fertility and education affect the long-

run growth rates of technical progress and income per capita growth. In their model,

they take account of birth and mortality rates as in (15). But they use the following

technology of production of children: nðtÞ ¼ bTh
b ðtÞ; where Tb(t) is the time of
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rearing children and b and h are parameters. In their model, the mortality rate is

assumed to be constant. Our model introduce endogenous mortality rate. From (14),

we see that the birth rate is given by

nðtÞ ¼ t�yðtÞ
�kðtÞ

: ð16Þ

As mentioned before, in the Haavelmo model, the mortality rate is negatively

related to per capita income. In this study we assume that the mortality rate is

negatively related to the disposable income and the level of human capital in the

following way

dðtÞ ¼ �t
�yaðtÞHbðtÞ ; ð17Þ

where �t � 0 ; a C 0, and b C 0. We call �t the mortality rate parameter. As in the

Haavelmo model, an improvement in living conditions implies that people live

longer. But different from the Haavelmo model, we assume that the accumulated

human capital negatively affects the mortality rate. Insert (16) and (17) in (15)

_NðtÞ ¼ t�yðtÞ
�kðtÞ �

�t
�yaðtÞHbðtÞ

� �
NðtÞ: ð18Þ

It should be noted that to properly describe the population change, we need not

only to take account of the dynamics of birth and death rates, but also to model the

age structure (for instance, Fanti et al. 2013). Like in most of the models in

continuous time in the literature of economic growth and population change, for

simplicity, we omit complicated issues related to the age structure.

2.6 Wealth dynamics

We now find dynamics of wealth accumulation. According to the definition of s(t),

the change in the household’s wealth is given by

_�kðtÞ ¼ sðtÞ � �kðtÞ ¼ k�yðtÞ � �kðtÞ: ð19Þ
We have thus built the dynamic model. We now examine dynamics of the model.

3 The dynamics and its properties

The previous section constructed the growth model with endogenous population,

physical capital, and human capital. There are three differential equations for

population change, wealth accumulation, and human capital dynamics. As the three

variables interrelated, we are faced with difficulties of analyzing three-dimensional

nonlinear differential equations. It is almost impossible to know analytical

properties of the nonlinear dynamic system. Nevertheless, we can rely on computer

simulation to follow the motion of the dynamic system. The following lemma shows

that we can get a computational procedure to plot the motion of the economic
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system. We now introduce z(t) : (r(t) ? dk)/w(t). We show that the dynamics can

be expressed by the three-dimensional differential equations system with z(t), N(t),

and H(t) as the variables.

Lemma The dynamics of the economic system is governed by the three-

dimensional differential equations

_zðtÞ ¼ ~XzðzðtÞ;NðtÞ;HðtÞÞ;
_NðtÞ ¼ ~XNðzðtÞ;NðtÞ;HðtÞÞ;
_HðtÞ ¼ ~XHðzðtÞ;NðtÞ;HðtÞÞ;

ð20Þ

where ~Xz; ~XN ; and ~XH are functions of z(t), N(t), and H(t) defined in the Appendix.

Moreover, all the other variables are determined as functions of z(t), N(t), and H(t) at

any point in time by the following procedure: ki tð Þ ¼ ~ai=z tð Þ ? ke(t) by (23) ? p(t)

by (24) ? r(t) and w(t) by (5) ? �p tð Þ ¼ p tð Þ þ w tð Þ ? k(t) by (33) ? T(t) by

(28) ? Te(t) by (11) ? �y tð Þ by (26) ? c(t), s(t), and n(t) by (14) ? ni(t) and ne(t)

by (25) ? �N tð Þ by (22) ? Ni tð Þ ¼ ni tð Þ �N tð Þ ? Ne tð Þ ¼ ne tð Þ �N tð Þ ? Ki(t) =

ki(t)Ni(t) ? Ke(t) = ke(t)Ne(t) ? Fi(t) by (4) ? Fe(t) by (6).

The differential equations system (20) contains three variables, z(t), N(t), and

H(t). As the expressions are too complicated, we simulate the model to illustrate the

behavior of the system. In the remainder of this study, we specify the depreciation

rates by dk = 0.05, dh = 0.05, and let T0 = 1. The requirement T0 = 1 will not

affect our analysis. The depreciation rate of physical capital is often fixed around

0.05 in economic studies. According to Stokey and Rebelo (1995), it is reasonable

to consider the depreciation rate of human capital a range between 0.03 and 0.08 for

the US economy. We specify the other parameters as follows

ai ¼ 0:35 ; ae ¼ 0:45 ; k0 ¼ 0:7 ; n0 ¼ 0:08; g0 ¼ 0:01; t0 ¼ 0:2; Ai ¼ 1:2 ; Ae ¼ 1:2 ;

m ¼ 0:8 ; ve ¼ 1:3 ; ae ¼ 0:2; be ¼ 0:1; pe ¼ �0:1 a ¼ 0:3 b ¼ 0:1 ; �t ¼ 0:6 :

ð21Þ
The propensity to save is 0.7 and the propensity to receive education is 0.01. The

propensity to consume goods is 0.08. The technological parameters of the two

sectors are specified at Ai = Ae = 1.2. The conditions pe = -0.1 means that the

learning by education exhibits decreasing effects in human capital. The human

capital utilization efficiency is 0.8. To follow the motion of the system, we specify

initial conditions

zð0Þ ¼ 0:3 ; Nð0Þ ¼ 2:7 ; Hð0Þ ¼ 4 :

The simulation result is plotted in Fig. 1. The population and human capital rise

initially and then fall. The birth rate falls. The mortality rate falls initially and then

rises. Most of the labor force is employed by the industrial sector. The motion of the

rest variables is plotted in Fig. 1.

We observe that the variables tend to become stationary over time. The

simulation demonstrates that the dynamic system with the specified parameter
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values has a unique equilibrium point. We list the equilibrium values of the

variables as follows

N ¼ 3:04 ; H ¼ 4:34 ; K ¼ 15:65 ; �N ¼ 9:47 ; Ni ¼ 9:40 ; Ne ¼ 0:067 ;

Ki ¼ 15:48 ; Ke ¼ 0:17 ; ki ¼ 1:65 ; ke ¼ 2:50 ; Fi ¼ 13:43 ; Fe ¼ 0:12 ; n ¼ d ¼ 0:286 ;

k ¼ 1:65 ; r ¼ 0:234 ; p ¼ 1:02 ; w ¼ 0:93 ; �k ¼ 5:14 ; T ¼ 0:96 ; c ¼ 0:59 :

We calculate the three eigenvalues: -0.21, -0.08, and -0.04. As the three

eigenvalues are real and negative, the unique equilibrium is locally stable. Hence,

the system always approaches its equilibrium if it is not far from the equilibrium. As

our simulation is specified with the case that neither population nor human capital

dynamics exhibits increasing returns, it has a unique stable equilibrium point. It

should be noted that if human capital and population are constant, as far as

equilibrium and stability are concerned, the model in this study is similar to the

standard Solow model (which has a unique stable equilibrium point), rather than the

standard Ramsey model (which has a unique saddle point). This point is discussed in

Zhang (2005). The Ramsey growth model with endogenous population by Yip and

Zhang (1997) has different stability properties from the model proposed in this

study. This difference partly results from the two studies take on different utility

functions.

4 Comparative dynamic analysis in some parameters by simulation

As the system has a unique stable equilibrium point, we can effectively conduct

comparative dynamic analysis. We now examine effects of changes in some

parameters on dynamic processes of the system. First, we introduce a variable x(t) to
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stand for the change rate of the variable, �DxðtÞe in percentage due to changes in a

parameter value.

4.1 A rise in the mortality rate parameter

We now examine the case that the mortality rate parameter is increased as follows:

�t : 0:6 ) 0:62 : The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 2. In order to examine

how each variable is affected over time, we should follow the motion of the entire

system as each variable is related to all the others in the dynamic system. When �t is

increased, the mortality rate is increased and the population is reduced. As the

population falls, the total labor force is reduced. The total capital stocks, labor and

capital inputs, and output levels of the two sectors are reduced. The human capital,

education time, and consumption level and wealth per person are increased. The

education fee and the rate of interest are increased, while the wage rate is reduced.

The birth rate is increased initially, but not affected in the long term. The mortality

rate rises initially, then falls, but is not affected in the long term. Although the birth

and mortality rates are not almost affected by the change in the mortality rate

parameter in the long terms, the other micro- and macrovariables are strongly

affected.

4.2 A rise in the propensity to have children

We allow the propensity to have children to be increased as follows: t0:0.2 ) 0.22.

The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 3. When the propensity to have children is

increased, the birth rate is increased. The population is increased, while human

capital is reduced. The net result of the rise in the population and the reduction in

human capital leads to the rise in the total labor supply. The total capital is increased

in association with the rise in the population and labor supply. The wage rate falls

initially in association with the fall of the capital intensities of the two sectors. As
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the capital intensities of the two sectors are increased in the long term, the wage rate

is increased in the long term. The labor and capital inputs and output levels of the

two sectors are increased. The education time is slightly reduced as the work time is

increased. The rate of interest and the education price fall. The mortality rate is

increased as human capital, and the wealth level per person are reduced.

4.3 A rise in the propensity to receive education

We consider the propensity to receive education be increased in the following way:

g0:0.01 ) 0.013. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 4. As people are more

interested in receiving education, they increase education time. As they spend more

time and money on education, the education fee is increased and the education

sector employs more capital and people and the education sector’s output is
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increased. As people spend more time on formal education, their human capital is

increased. The birth and mortality rates rise initially and then fall. The population is

increased, while the human capital is reduced. The net result leads to the fall in the

capital intensities of the two sectors. The wage rate falls and the rate of interest

rises. The labor and capital inputs and output level of the industrial sector are

reduced initially, but increased in the long term. The labor and capital inputs and

output level of the education sector are increased. As the household’s propensity to

receive education increases, the per person level of consumption and wealth are

reduced in the long term. It should be noted that according to Arrow (1973), a

stronger interest in education may not lead to human capital and economic growth.

The conclusion results from the assumption that students choose education also for

the purpose of signaling. In the literature of education and economics, the signaling

view of education was initially formally presented by Spence (1973), Arrow (1973),

and Stiglitz (1975). This implies that direct productivity gains are not necessary to

explain the choice of quantity and quantity of education. Our result shows that even

if we consider that people increase their propensity to receive education and they

increase formal education for learning, the long-run consumption and wealth levels

per person are reduced. This occurs because we take account of endogenous

population growth.

4.4 A rise in the human capital utilization efficiency

A person may spend much time on mastering, for instance, the Chinese classical

literature. Nevertheless, the time-consumed result may not become useful for

economic activities. Education and economic efficiency is closely related, but not

necessarily positively. How changes in human capital may affect productivity is

through the parameter of human capital utilization efficiency. We now increase the

parameter as follows: m:0.8 ) 0.82. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 5. As

the efficiency is improved, the total labor supply is increased. As the mortality rate
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initially falls as a consequence of improved human capital and birth rate is slightly

affected, the population is increased initially. Late on the population falls as the

mortality rate is increased, and the birth rate is slightly affected. As a net result of

the fall in per person wealth and the increase in the population, the total capital

stocks are increased. The labor and capital inputs and output levels of the two

sectors are reduced. As the capital intensities of the two sectors fall, the wage rate

falls and the rate of interest rises.

4.5 A rise in the mortality rate elasticity of human capital

It is generally held that education and human capital have strong effects in

population growth. We now provide some insights into this issue by changing the

mortality rate elasticity of human capital rate by b:0.1 ) 0.12. A rise in b initially

reduces the mortality rate and increases the population. In association with the rise

in population, the total labor supply and total capital are increased. In association

with the increases in the total capital and labor force, the labor and capital inputs

and output levels of the two sectors are increased. As the capital sock grows faster

than the labor supply, the capital intensities of the two sectors are increased. The

rises in the capital intensities result in the fall in the rate of interest and the rise in

wage rate. The demand for education falls in association of the fall in the mortality

rate. The net result of the fall in education time and the rise in the total output of the

education sector is that the level of human capital is reduced. As the human capital

level falls, the mortality rate rises before it falls to approach zero. In the long term,

both the birth rate and mortality rate are not affected by the rise in the mortality rate

elasticity of human capital rate, even though the population is increased. As the

population is increased and human capital is reduced, we see that the consumption

and wealth levels per person are reduced. We also analyze the impact of the

following change: a:0.3 ) 0.32. The effects are quantitatively similar to those

effects in Fig. 6.

5 Concluding remarks

This paper introduced endogenous population growth model into the Uzawa-Lucas

two-sector model with Zhang’s utility function. The paper models a dynamic

interdependence between the population, physical capital, and human capital. We

emphasized the role of economic changes and human capital dynamics on the birth

and mortality rates. We took account of the learning by education in modeling

human capital change. We simulated the model to demonstrate the existence of

equilibrium points and plot the motion of the dynamic system. We also examined

the effects of changes in the propensity to have children, the mortality rate

parameter, the propensity to receive education, the human capital utilization

efficiency, and the mortality rate elasticity of human capital. Our simulation results

also provide some insights into modern economic development with demographic

transition. It has been observed that many economies have experienced the decline

of fertility rate in association with economic development (e.g., Kirk 1996; Enrlich
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and Lui 1997; Galor 2012; Varvarigos and Zakaria 2013). It is reasonable to expect

that in the literature of demographic growth and economic development, there are

many determinants for explaining the phenomenon. Our simulation results

demonstrate that during transitional processes, the birth rate is negatively affected

by, for instance, the propensity to receive education in the late stage, the human

capital utilization efficiency in the late stage, and positively affected by the

mortality rate parameter, the propensity to receive education in the initial stage, the

propensity to have children, human capital utilization efficiency in the initial stage,

and the mortality rate elasticity of human capital in the initial stage. Only a few

formal growth models can address the relations between the birth rate and the

different economic forces in a single framework. We can examine the effects of

various forces on the birth rate because our model integrates some key models in the

literature of economic growth and the literature of population within a compact

framework. Indeed, we acknowledge that although it is useful for the purposes

mentioned above, our model is based in a rather eclectic way on different

contributes and abstracts from the choice of sound microfoundations. Moreover, it

should be noted that our simulation is conducted with limited set of parameter

values, even though it is straightforward to simulate any set of parameters using the

computational procedure given in the paper. We may observe other qualitative

properties of the dynamic system if the parameters are taken on other values.
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Appendix: Proving the Lemma

We now show that the dynamics can be expressed by a three-dimensional

differential equations system. From (5) and (7), we obtain
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z � r þ dk

w
¼ ~ai

ki

¼ ~ae

ke

; ð22Þ

where ~aj � aj=bj : From (22) we have

ke ¼ a ki ; ð23Þ

where a : aebi/aibe (=1 assumed). From (5), we determine r and w as functions of

ki. From (23), (5) and (7), we obtain

p ¼ b0 k
b
i ; ð24Þ

where

b0 �
abe ai Ai

ae Ae

; b � be � bi :

We determine p as a function of ki. As ki ¼ ~ai=z ; we determine ki, ke, p, r, w, and

�p as functions of z.

From (22) and (1), we solve the labor distribution as functions of ki and k

ni ¼
a ki � k

�a ki

; ne ¼
k � ki

�a ki

; ð25Þ

where �a � a� 1 : Insert (2) and �k ¼ k T Hm in the definition of �y in (12)

�y ¼ 1þ rð Þ k T Hm þ T0 w : ð26Þ
From �p Te ¼ g �y in (14) and (26), we have

�p Te ¼ 1þ rð Þ g k T Hm þ g T0 w : ð27Þ
From (11) and (27), we have

T ¼ �p� g wð Þ T0

1þ rð Þ g k Hm þ �p
: ð28Þ

Insert (28) in (1)

�N k ; z ; N; Hð Þ ¼ �p� g wð ÞHm N T0

1þ rð Þ g k Hm þ �p
: ð29Þ

From (8) and (6), we have

Te ¼ Ae T ne Hm kae

e : ð30Þ
From (30) and (11), we have

T ¼ T0

1þ Ae ne Hm kae
e
: ð31Þ

From (28) and (31), we solve

ne ¼
ð1þ rÞgkHm �p

�p� gw
� 1

� �
1

Ae Hm kae
e
: ð32Þ

From (25) and (32), we solve
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k z ; N; Hð Þ ¼ Ae Hm kae
e

�a
þ g w

�p� g w

� �
Ae kae

e

�a ki

� 1þ rð Þ g
�p� g w

� ��1

H�m : ð33Þ

We determine all the variables as functions of z(t), N(t), and H(t) at any point in

time by the following procedure: ki ¼ ~ai=z by (22) ? ke by (23) ? p by (24) ? r and

w by (5) ? �p ¼ pþ w ? k by (33) ? T by (28) ? Te by (11) ? �y by (26) ? c, s,

and n by (14) ? ni and ne by (25) ? �N by (22) ? Ni ¼ ni
�N ? Ne ¼ ne

�N ? Ki

= kiNi ? Ke = keNe ? Fi by (4) ? Fe by (6).

From this procedure, (9) and (18), it is straightforward to show that the motion of

human capital and the population can be expressed as function of z(t), N(t), and H(t)

at any point in time

_H ¼ ~XH z ; N ; Hð Þ ;
_N tð Þ ¼ ~XN z ; N ; Hð Þ : ð34Þ

We now show that change in z(t) can also be expressed as a differential equation

in terms of z(t), N(t), and H(t). From (19), we have

_�k ¼ ~X0 z ; N ; Hð Þ � k�y� �k : ð35Þ
Taking derivatives of �k ¼ k T Hm with respect to time, we have

_�k
�k
¼ 1

k

o k

o z
þ 1

T

o T

o z

� �
_zþ 1

k

o k

o N
þ 1

T

o T

o N

� �
~XN þ

1

k

o k

o H
þ 1

T

o T

o H
þ m

H

� �
~XH ;

ð36Þ

where we also use (34). From (35) and (36), we solve

_z ¼ ~Xz z ; N ; Hð Þ

�
~X0

�k
� 1

k

o k

o N
þ 1

T

o T

o N

� �
~XN �

1

k

o k

o H
þ 1

T

o T

o H
þ m

H

� �
~XH

" #
1

k

o k

o z
þ 1

T

o T

o z

� ��1

:

ð37Þ
The three differential equations (34) and (37) contain three variables z(t), N(t),

and H(t). We thus proved the lemma.
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